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FACILITATING AND
REGULATING COMMERCE
C OMMENTARY ON THE
C ONFERENCE SESSION
"REGULATING AND FACILITATING
C OMMERCE"
Susy Frankel*

The three papers that were presented in the Regulating and Facilitating Commerce
session represented entirely different aspects of the notion of facilitating and regulating
commerce. Douglas White provided a description of the emergence of competition la w
under the Commerce Act, and its development during Sir Ivor Richardson's time on the
bench. Alan Galbraith considered whether the courts facilitate commerce. Bob Duga n
discussed the way in which the Internet affects all areas of commerce, and consequently,
many doctrines of law.
To the purist free market ideologist, to regulate is not to facilitate, but to hinder.
However, this is an extremist view. All free markets have some kind of regulation. It is
simply the degree of that regulation that determines its "free", or other, status. Man y
people are surprised to learn that the World Trade Organisation philosophy of free trade
does not equate to trade without tariffs. World Trade Organisation free trade means
reducing rather than eliminating tariff barriers and, in some instances converting, non
tariff barriers to tariff barriers.
New Zealand's competition policy, as reflected in the Commerce Act 1986, is the means
by which any control of competition, in a general sense, is regulated by the law. There are
a number of areas of law that do not incorporate their own competition policy an d
therefore effectively default to the Commerce Act, as regards rules of competition. In some
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instances, those areas may be better served by incorporating their own clear limitations on
what is acceptable commercial conduct and what is legitimate competition. Otherwise,
there is a risk that some anticompetitive behavior will fall through the holes in a general
competition law and not be caught by the specifics of another law. Intellectual propert y
provides a pertinent example. The Commerce Act expressly provides an exclusions from
certain restrictive trade practice provisions if:1
the entering into of a contract or arra nge ment or arriving at an u ndersta nding in so far as it
contains a provision authorising any act that would otherwise be prohibited by reason of t he
existence of a statutory intellectual property right.

In addition, a person cannot take advantage of a substantial degree of market power,
which would infringe the Act except, if the person is only enforcing a statutory intellectual
property right. 2
These intellectual property "exceptions" appear to rest on assu mptions that intellectual
property has its own balance between competing interests. The relevant competing
interests in the field may be between trade competitors, but also, more generally, between
owners of intellectual property rights and users of intellectual property rights, whether or
not those users compete in trade with the owners. In the field of copyright, for example,
the Copyright Act 1994 provides for permitted uses of copyright works. 3 These permitte d
uses are often mistaken for allowing competitors to freely compete with a copyright work.
Permitted uses may allow competitors to make use of existing copyright works in certain
prescribed ways, but the philosophy behind permitted uses is not one of permitting
competition. It is largely to allow noncompeting uses to flourish, in order to allow the
creation of more copyright works. A copyright work mu st be original, but it is well
recognised that originality is a low threshold to cross. 4 This low threshold means that
copyright subsists in works that may be particularly apt to uses that are anticompetitive.
Such works have included timetables, football coupons, fantasy football games, taxi log
books, and a host of "mundane" works, which copyright law categorises as original literar y
works. Permitted uses are really relevant to third party use of copyright works. The
"mundane" copyright works are unlikely to be the subject of the main permitted uses, such
as private stud y or research, or criticism or review. The most celebrated example of
copyright being used anticompetitively, in relation to such works, comes from the
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European Union Magill case, 5 that concerned television timetables. The television station
kept listings for its own use claiming copyright to prevent competitors from selling
television guides including its listings. The European Court of Justice considered that the
intellectual property right in question was too broad and infringed the competition policy
of the European Union. It is beyond the scope of this commentary to discuss the reasoning
of the Court of Justice 6 or likely outcome of such a case in New Zealand, but the subject
matter shows how intellectual property rights can potentially be used in an anti
competitive way, not simply because it is an intellectual property right but because of the
nature of the subject matter of the right.
A balance between protecting intellectual property, but not allowing anticompetitive
conduct, is not expressly found in New Zealand intellectual property law. The Commerce
Act 1986 cannot be used to fill this gap, because either the matter is excluded by dint of an
intellectual property exception or the copyright work in question is part of a market an d
not a market in itself. The principle of market definition is discussed in Tru Tone,7 outlined
in Douglas White's paper. 8
Alan Galbraith outlined the way in which he considered courts require commercial
expertise in order to facilitate commerce. He stated that a nu mber of potential litigants in
commercial disputes may avoid the court process altogether and use arbitration in order to
facilitate commerce or commercial needs. 9 In particular, he highlighted the absence of
specialist commercial courts and Judges as being a deterrent to many potential litigants. 10
The call for specialist commercial courts was joined with enthusiasm at the conference by a
nu mber of commercial litigators. Notably, however, it was not embraced with enthusias m
by the Chief Justice, Dame Sian Elias. She is joined in the view that specialised courts ma y
not be desirable by Australia's Federal Court Justice Robert French, who stated:11
I have long been oppose d in principle to the idea of "specialist" courts an d "specialist"
divisions within a cou rt. The pressure for their formation seems to be reflective of a dee p
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hu ma n need for membership of small clubs of like minde d persons who restrict access by
speaking to each other in arca ne shortha n dallegedly in the interests of efficiency. We ha ve
seen pressure for specialisation in intellectual property, competition la w, hu ma n rights, tax,
native title, indu strial relations an d others… One of the great strengths of the la w is the facility
it offers to crossfertilise concepts and a pproaches from one area to a nother. Specialisation
lea ds to intellectual inbreeding an d risks the develop ment of excessively comfortable
relationships between ju dges and me mbers of the releva nt specialist bar. I am not satisfie d
that legal excellence is a pro duct of these systems.

Galbraith suggested a revival and greater use of the Commercial List procedure used in
the Auckland High Court. 12 Ironically, commercial litigators have argued that a
Commercial List case is too commercially specialised to remain on the Commercial List. 13
But what is a "commercial dispute"? Such a phrase is difficult to define. Commercial
law may involve contractual matters of either a generalist or specialist nature (such as
construction contracts), insolvency matters, tax issues, property matters, intellectual
property matters, particularly patent cases, 14 to name but a few. Do each of these merit
specialist judges? A Commercial Court may perhaps cover all commercial specialties or
may be limited to some commercial areas. A Commercial Court that deals with ma n y
commercial areas, rather than just one, may be less likely to become overly narrow in its
thinking or subject to doctrinal influences (see discussion below).
Without a doubt, our judiciary has specialists whose specialty is used in the deciding of
cases, but that is not the same as having a specialist court with a dedicated Judge or Judges
to a specialist jurisdiction.
Many reasons may be raised against over specialisation. First, in a litigation market,
the size of New Zealand specialist courts may be an expensive luxury. Such Courts are
more likely to operate in isolation and become narrow in their legal doctrine because the
nu mber of cases will be small, as will the number of specialist judges. Specialisation in a
field of law, while important for counsel, is not necessarily important for the judiciary,
whose specialty is the art of the Judge. The issue of specialisation is far from just a Ne w
Zealand concern and I draw on overseas sources, particularly the United States, to
highlight some of the issues that judicial specialty raises, even in that large litigious forum.
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The venerable Judge Learned Hand was opposed to specialist courts. He mastere d
specialist areas and has gone down in history as a leading judge in copyright, trade mark,
patent, and maritime matters, among other commercial areas. Of Learned Hand's
expertise, his biographer wrote 15
To most la wyers a nd ju dges a dmiralty an d patent cases are particularly arca ne.

Most

maritime and patent litigation is ha ndled by a specialized bar, with its own bar associations
and whose members seem to occu py a legal world a part. Yet Ha nd recurrently ha d to resolve
dispu tes in these fields, an d when Congress periodically considered establishing specialize d
courts to decide patent cases he stea dfastly opposed those proposals: he believed that it wa s
healthy, for the ju dges a nd for the la w that generalists decide dispu tes even in specialize d
areas; he feared that specialized tribu nals would produce u nduly narrow ju dges. 16

The author did, however, note that: "… maritime and patent lawyers would have little
reason for worry about generalist judges if all incu mbents had matched Learned Hand". 17
The potential for "tunnel vision" of Judges because of the narrow field of cases in
specialist courts was more recently highlighted by a Report on the United States Federal
Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit. 18 The Report also considered the potential that
counsel and Judges may impose their own view of policy even when the case before the m
is more limited. 19 This concern over policy influence is also shared by Richard Posner who
has argued that antitrust lawyers cannot be regarded as objective. 20
Antitrust theorists notoriously are divided over the goals of antitrust la w  over whether tha t
la w is designed and should be interpreted to promote social an d political values having to do
with decentralizing econo mic po wer a nd equalizing the distribution of wealth or whether the
la w should merely foster the efficient allocation of resources…These cleavages, reflecting dee p
and at the mo ment u nbridgeable divisions in ethical, social or political an d economic thou ght,
most basically over the justness a nd robustness of free markets, would not be eliminated by
com mitting the decision of a ntitru st a ppeals to specialized cou rts; on the contrary, they woul d
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be exacerbated. A "ca mp" is more likely gain the u p per ha n d in a specialized court…Not only
would most a ppointments to a specialized antitrust cou rt be ma de from the ca m ps; but experts
are more sensitive to swings in professional opinion tha n an outsider, a generalist, would be.

New Zealand commercial litigators argue that a specialised commercial court will
bring greater certainty to the law and that certainty facilitates commerce. Posner is also
not persuaded that specialised courts bring any measure of commercial certainty or
uniform policy to the judicial process:21
The a ppeara nce of u niform policy that would result from do mination of the specialized cou rt
by one of the conten ding factions in antitrust policy would be an illusion; a tu rn of the political
wheel would bring another of the warring ca mps into temporary ascen da ncy.

Bob Dugan's paper outlines the impact of the Internet on a nu mber of doctrines of law.
His overall conclusion is that New Zealand is better to stand back, rather than to jump into
the trap of overregulation. 22 Certainly international experience is showing that over
regulation is problematic in many fields and does not necessarily facilitate commerce or
indeed protect the "little person". The situation in New Zealand where recent legislation,
such as the Personal Property Securities Act 1999, fails to deal adequately with securit y
interests relating to, or created in, the technological world, is less than desirable. Also
regrettable is the malingering on the Order Paper of technology statutes, such as the
Electronic Transactions Bill. Although, as it is arguably now outmoded, perhaps the snail
pace of legislative reform is a blessing.
Nonetheless, inaction is not without its problems. Not all law is technology neutral.
Some laws, for example, copyright law, have consequences for Internet activity, even
though the drafters clearly had not performed their task with the Internet in mind. The act
of infringing copyright by copying may, under New Zealand law, include transient
copying, such as viewing material online. 23 Such transient copying may amount to an
infringement, even though it is not something a copyright owner, who willingly places its
work on the Internet, is likely to sue for. It is, however, a potential claim for the copyright
owner who has not consented to its work being on the Internet or distributed in a
particular way. Yet regulation has seen transient copying become a permitted use of
copyright works in certain jurisdictions where the transient nature is, for example, to allow
a computer user to view a website rather then to download a document. The Ne w
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Zealand situation is not clear, particularly not for bodies such as Internet Service
Providers, who may not be immune from copyright infringement actions, even where the y
have no control over an infringement and have not ignored infringements to which they
are alerted. Nonetheless, the "technology up dating" of intellectual property law in the
United States and Australia is subject to heavy criticism as being beyond the desirable
reach of intellectual property law. As a relatively minor player in the international stage,
New Zealand has not rushed to regulate the Internet and unless there is empirical
evidence that this has harmed New Zealand's economic interests, there may be much to be
valued in the "wait and see" approach.
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